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Our Programme

hcmf//’s Learning & Participation programme engaged with over 400 participants through 
a wide range of activities during the 2016 Festival.  With a focus on health & wellbeing, 
digital creativity and professional development, hcmf// produced six events across the 
course of 10 days.  The events engaged with babies & toddlers; children & adults; and 
people with learning difficulties and special needs, specifically visual impairments, through 
a series of interdisciplinary and participatory activities including music, dance, electronics, 
visuals and art. 



Young Conductor’s Day

In July 2016, we hosted a Young Conductor’s Day in partnership with Heritage Quay, 
delivering workshops to children and young people aged 12-18 years.  The workshops 
used music from the British Music Collection (BMC) Archives and participants had the 
opportunity to learn how to conduct and direct a brass ensemble and string quartet.

‘I thought it was very interesting to explore conducting as an art and seeing 
how conductors convey the expression in the music to the players.’

Participant



Manasamitra

South Asian Arts organisation Manasamitra opened the Learning & Participation 
programme at hcmf// 2016 with an exciting project exploring the life of a bee and the 
dangers they face within the environment. 59 participants experienced the storytelling 
unfold with narration, song and beautiful Kathak dance. The event closed with a 
participatory bee chorus by participants, with the help of electronic loops and Carnatic 
singing.



hcmf// shorts

‘Free Monday’ took place on 21 
November and offered a packed 
programme of free concerts and 
activities, including the return of our 
popular Pop-Up Art School. Over 
1300 people attended 13 concerts 
over the day, across eight different 
venues.

In 2016, hcmf// was delighted to 
introduce a new version of the hcmf// 
shorts scheme, providing financial 
support and mentoring to the 
emerging artists selected to perform 
from an open call process. In 2016, 
artists / ensembles included Zubin 
Kanga, Explore Ensemble, Susanne 
Peters and Sarah Saviet, Revolution 
Ensemble and Anne Pajunen.

‘hcmf// shorts was a fantastic experience for 
us as an ensemble. It was a real milestone in 

our development and an invaluable 
encouragement to pursue our path.’ 

Explore Ensemble (pictured)



Pop-Up Art School

• As a celebration of 
their 20th anniversary, 

British group 
Apartment House 

presented a career-
spanning programme 

covering a diverse range 
of experimental and 

contemporary music, 
also marking 

experimentalist 
Christopher Fox’s 60th

year with a 
performance of BLANK, 
which was written for 

them. 

Harry Partch’s weird and wonderful 
invented instruments were the 
inspiration for this year’s Pop-Up Art 
School. The project engaged with over 
120 participants from all backgrounds 
and of all ages. 

PGCE Art, Design and Music students 
from the University of Huddersfield 
delivered a series of workshops which 
were open to the general public and also 
attended by local primary schools 
(Mount Pleasant School and Reinwood
Juniors) as well as SEN students from 
Kirklees College.

‘So many creative activities enjoyed by 
different age groups. It was so good to 
participate in this unforgettable event.’ 

Participant



White Cane: Salamanda Tandem

‘[I liked] the connection with others – strangers ceased to be 
strangers and I enjoyed the physical feelings of the vibrations. 

The blend of senses [merged] into a unique whole.’
Participant

White Cane, delivered in partnership with Salamanda 
Tandem, was a unique project beginning with a pilot 
event at Huddersfield Train Station in April 2016, led 
by blind and visually impaired performers.

During the Festival, they delivered three performances that 
attracted invited audiences and curious passers-by into a 
realm of sonic vision. 120 people participated in the immersive 
sonic experience as the piece required the audiences to wear 
headphones to follow the narration and sound.  



Interactive Art Workshop

As part of our digital creativity strand, hcmf// worked in partnership with 
Heritage Quay and the School of Computing and Engineering department at the 
University of Huddersfield to present an Interactive Art Workshop. 

Inspired by the cover art of past programmes from the hcmf// archives, 18 
participants created works on canvas using Arduino electronics which were 
fixed behind the canvas. The art comes alive as sound is made by applying touch.



Improvisation Workshop for Female-Identifying Participants

Kelly Jayne Jones, part of the duo part wild horses mane on both sides, hosted an improvisation 
and deep listening workshop specifically aimed at female-identifying participants. Tackling 
gender equality within contemporary music, the workshop aimed to provide an inclusive space 
for women to engage with and learn about contemporary music. 

‘[I enjoyed] meeting likeminded women and hearing them discuss sound. [It was] a chance 
to explore sound and share that experience.’

Participant



Music at Play: Contemporary Dance for Under 5s

With a focus on health & wellbeing, hcmf// formed a new partnership with Leeds-based 
contemporary dance company, Phoenix Dance Theatre, to deliver a dance workshop for 
under 5s. Inspired by music from the British Music Collection and hcmf// archives, 34 
children and parents explored diverse new sounds and music together.
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